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C O R P O R AT I O N

The Days After
A Deal with IRAN
REGIONAL RESPONSES TO A
FINAL NUCLEAR AGREEMENT
Dalia Dassa Kaye and Jeffrey Martini

T

his perspective begins by positing that a final nuclear

reaching an agreement is great enough to warrant planning for

agreement is reached between the P5+1 and Iran. One of

this outcome.

1

In planning for the regional response to a final nuclear agree-

a series of RAND perspectives on what the Middle East
and U.S. policy might look like in “the days after a deal,”

2

ment, Israel and Saudi Arabia come to the forefront, as they are

this paper examines the potential responses of two of the most

the two actors with the most capacity to affect the success and

important regional actors: Israel and Saudi Arabia. Based on the

durability of the deal following its signing. Both also view Iran

anticipated positions of these two partners, we also explore how

as a regional rival to a greater extent than other neighbors. And

the United States might adjust its policies in order to strengthen

Israel and Saudi Arabia are the two countries in the region most

the implementation of a final agreement and broader regional

concerned about the interim deal and the prospects, however

stability. We undertake this exercise understanding that, as

uncertain, that a final agreement could lead to a broader Western-

President Obama himself has conceded, the prospects of reaching

Iranian détente. As such, we focus primarily on these two coun-

a final deal are far from certain. But we believe the potential for

tries in our analysis.

3

Ideally, both regional partners will adapt their policies to
accept a final deal (should the United States and its P5+1 part-

Our Assumptions About the Contours of a

ners achieve one in the months ahead) given the common goal of

Final Deal*

preventing Iran from obtaining nuclear weapons. And there is no

For the purposes of our analysis, we presume that a final deal

doubt both countries are regularly consulting with U.S. officials in

is reached between the P5+1 and Iran based on these general

attempts to shape the final deal in ways that conform to their interests. But based on what we believe are likely to be the contours of a

principles:

final deal (see box to the right), there is also a strong possibility that

• Iran may continue to enrich uranium, but limits are placed
on the degree of enrichment and on the number and types of

both Israel and Saudi Arabia will maintain concerns about Iran’s

centrifuges, including at Fordo.

nuclear capabilities and its influence in the region more broadly

• The Arak heavy water reactor will be turned into a light water

even following a negotiated final nuclear agreement.

reactor with no reprocessing and subject to International

The contours of the agreement we outline here—and on which

Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) safeguards.

we base our analysis of what follows—assume that Iran will be able

• The deal includes intrusive IAEA inspection of nuclear sites;

to continue to enrich uranium (albeit at reduced levels and under

Iran agrees to sign and ratify the Nuclear Non-Proliferation

strict safeguards) and maintain an infrastructure that would leave it

Treaty (NPT) Additional Protocol, which permits IAEA

with the ability to break out and develop nuclear weapons should it

access to non-declared sites with little notification.

decide to do so in the future. A final nuclear agreement is likely to

• Iran would share information with IAEA on Possible Mili-

extend the timeline for Iran’s ability to break out, but is unlikely to

tary Dimensions (PMD) of the program.

remove this potential altogether.4

• The phasing out of nuclear-related sanctions is linked to

As a consequence, the agreement will not entirely remove the

implementation of the agreement, including the lifting of

nuclear question from the regional agenda because Iran can be

unilateral U.S. sanctions through new legislation by Con-

expected to maintain some capabilities and infrastructure; in addi-

gress, the lifting of sanctions by the EU, and the removal of

tion, Israel, Saudi Arabia, and other neighbors in the region have

sanctions under a new UN Security Council resolution.

concerns about Iran that extend far beyond the nuclear issue. For
example, the threat that Israel sees from Iran’s missile development

*These principles are derived from the elements for a comprehensive solution found in the Joint Plan of Action. We are not predicting what the
actual agreement will look like, but using these plausible contours as a
point of departure for our analysis.

cannot be reduced just to its nuclear program, while Saudi Arabia views Iran as an ideological and strategic rival. This will pose
difficult policy questions for the United States as it seeks both to
reassure regional partners already concerned about declining U.S.
influence and create an environment conducive to regional stability.
2

U.S. policy actions will need to include but go beyond traditional

the rise of Rouhani.7 Israeli officials worry that while Rouhani will

security cooperation, and policymakers must remain clear-eyed

not change course on Iran’s nuclear ambitions, his conciliatory

about where U.S. interests may diverge from these two important

rhetoric and “charm offensive” in the West has the potential to split

partners. Even if a final deal is not reached, many of the partner

the P5+1 and erode international sanctions against Iran, leading to

positions and potential U.S. policy responses we outline here are

a deal that would leave Iran as a nuclear threshold state.8
It is thus not surprising that once the interim agreement was

likely to still be at play, as the challenges presented by Iran will

signed, Israel’s political leadership strongly condemned it. As

remain with or without a final nuclear deal.

Netanyahu put it, “What was achieved last night in Geneva is
Israel

not an historic agreement; it is an historic mistake,” suggesting
the deal endangered Israel while asserting “Israel has the right

Reaction to The Interim Deal Was Overwhelmingly Negative,

and the obligation to defend itself.”9 Other senior Israeli officials

but Alternative Views Have Developed 5

offered catastrophic predictions, with Foreign Minister Avigdor

Even before the United States and the other P5+1 members reached

Lieberman saying it “brings us to a nuclear arms race” and Min-

an interim deal with Iran in Geneva in November 2013, Israeli

ister Naftali Bennett going as far as arguing that the deal could

Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu forcefully opposed the agree-

lead to a “nuclear suitcase exploding in New York or Madrid.”10

ment. Israel’s official political establishment has expressed deep

Lieberman also suggested that Israel might need to seek other

mistrust of Iranian President Hassan Rouhani and skepticism

allies beyond the United States and “take responsibility regardless

about a genuine shift in Iranian policies since his election last June.

of the stance of the Americans.”11
Defense Minster Moshe Ya’alon summarized the concerns

Prime Minster Netanyahu has called him a “wolf in sheep’s clothing.” The official Israeli assessment maintains that, like previous

of Israel’s government when he characterized the deal as Western

Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, Rouhani will continue

“capitulation to a charm offensive and fraud by Iran, whose goal

Iran’s drive to attain a nuclear weapon and Tehran’s hostile posi-

is to win time without substantive damage to its military nuclear

tions toward Israel. But some Israelis see Rouhani as even more

program…the Iranian regime has been given the legitimacy to

dangerous than Ahmadinejad because his style and positions could

continue its military nuclear project and continue its worldwide

split the international community, while Ahmadinejad’s strident

terror activities, while it is no longer internationally isolated and its

hostility to Israel and Holocaust denial united the world in con-

economy has been strengthened.”12

6

A number of other Israeli defense and foreign ministry officials

fronting Iran.

also publicly argued this was a “bad deal” because it allowed Iran

And because Iranian Supreme Leader Ali Hosseini Khamenei
plays a key role in determining Iran’s nuclear policy, the official

to continue enriching uranium while sanctions began to ease. Some

Israeli stance sees little substantive difference in Iranian policy with

Israeli officials responded in more measured ways, with President
3

Shimon Peres reminding Israelis that, “This is a temporary agree-

take, needlessly marginalizing Israel rather than Iran while risking

ment, not a permanent one,” and that the agreement should be

a rupture in Israeli relations with the United States.17 Former Israeli

judged over time based on outcomes, not words; if a diplomatic

peace negotiator Uri Savir argues that Israel’s hostile stance toward

agreement does not succeed, he suggested Israel would still main-

President Obama’s Iran policy and its “interference in American

tain the option of pursuing “tougher” alternatives.

domestic politics” erodes Israel’s strategic relationship with Wash-

13

Israeli public opinion polling following the interim deal

ington, which is “more dangerous than anything that Iran can

seemed to support Israeli officials’ deep skepticism about Iranian

threaten us with.”18 Some analysts and pundits in Israel have also

intentions, which is not surprising given that Israeli public opinion

argued that the deal was not as bad as Israeli politicians suggested,

tends to be deferential to the views of its leaders on core security

even providing some important benefits, such as significantly freez-

issues such as Iran. One poll suggested that 77 percent of Israelis

ing key parts of the Iranian program.19 As one Israeli commentator

believed that the Geneva agreement will not end Iran’s nuclear

noted, “an increasing number of pundits and opposition politi-

weapons program, although a strong majority (71 percent) still

cians have begun speaking in considerably more favorable terms,

thought the United States was Israel’s most loyal and important

some allowing that it is … actually a good deal for Israel.”20 A wide

ally.14 Indeed, given the importance Israelis place on maintain-

array of former top Israeli security officials—former Mossad head

ing a strong U.S.-Israel relationship, Israel’s open defiance of the

Meir Dagan, former Shin Bet director Yuval Diskin, and former

United States in its public rejection of the deal received significant

Israel Defense Forces chief of staff Gabi Ashkenazi—have similarly

critique in Israel, although some argued that Netanyahu’s stance

argued that while not perfect, the interim deal’s benefits outweigh

simply represented a necessary “bad cop” role to bolster the West’s

its risks.21

bargaining position with Iran.15 Other Israeli experts suggested

Within Israel’s official security establishment, assessments of

that Netanyahu’s tough rhetoric might have even strengthened the

Iran and the interim deal have also emerged that are at odds with

terms of the interim deal.

Israel’s public position. Instead of supporting public rejection of the

16

Still, there are many Israeli experts and commentators who

deal, some Israeli security officials are arguing for shifting the focus

argue that Israel’s forceful opposition to the interim deal was a mis-

toward quiet diplomacy to influence the terms of the final nuclear
agreement based on a less alarmist assessment of the interim deal by
Israel’s military intelligence staff.22 There are also important voices

Within Israel’s official security establishment,
assessments of Iran and the interim deal
have also emerged that are at odds with
Israel’s public position.

in Israel suggesting an Israeli bottom line different from Israel’s
official position that any deal with Iran would have to completely
dismantle all Iranian uranium enrichment capabilities. For example, Amos Yadlin, now head of a prominent Israeli national security
think tank and the former head of Israeli military intelligence, has
4

argued that a “reasonable” deal could allow for some indigenous

fundamental gap between the U.S. position—the prevention of an

enrichment, albeit at extremely limited levels and involving a num-

Iranian nuclear weapon—and the Israeli position—the prevention

ber of other Iranian steps to roll back and dismantle major parts of

of Iran’s capability to produce a nuclear weapon—may ultimately

its program.

not be bridgeable if Israel maintains Netanyahu’s current position

23

As the nuclear negotiations move forward and Israel inevitably

of “zero enrichment, zero centrifuges.”28
And finally, there are still a number of senior Israeli officials

shifts away from opposing the interim deal to trying to shape a
final deal, this less maximalist position suggested by analysts like

and security analysts who, weighing the costs and benefits, may

Yadlin could potentially strengthen. And concerns about the use of

prefer the risk of military conflict if they believe the alternative

unilateral military force within Israel’s security establishment may

would leave Iran on a path to a nuclear weapon.29 While Israel’s

leave the door open for support for a diplomatic solution if one can

security establishment is not eager for a military confrontation,

be found that really appears to keep Iran at a comfortable distance

particularly one that does not have the support of the United

from being able to break out to a bomb (which analysts like Yadlin

States, Israel’s threats of military action are not mere bluff, and

suggest would allow for a two-year time frame for Iran’s ability to

Israel has seriously considered the option of military strike in the

break out and weaponize its program).

past.30

24

All of that said, the prevailing view among Israel’s top politi-

So while the Israeli position is moving away from open defi-

cal echelon opposes a nuclear deal that would leave Iran with any

ance of the interim deal toward attempts to shape any final deal

enrichment capability. Israeli perceptions of how close Iran is to

more to its liking, the overwhelming Israeli position continues to

having the capability to develop a nuclear bomb are more dire than

be one of mistrust of Iranian intentions, concerns that the Ameri-

American assessments (months as opposed to at least a year), sug-

cans and their negotiating partners will ultimately accept a deal

gesting that Israel would be less comfortable with leaving current

Israel cannot tolerate, and continued support for keeping a military

Iranian enrichment capacity in place. Even if there is growing

option at play.

25

acceptance of some limited Iranian enrichment, any more moderate Israeli position may ultimately not be in sync with what the

Israel Is More Likely to Adapt to a Final Deal Than

Americans and the P5+1 may be willing to accept in terms of the

Immediately Reject It

extent of Iran’s nuclear rollback. Israeli concerns about a deal the

Based on the dominant views toward Iran among Israel’s security

United States might accept are heightened by Israeli perceptions of

establishment (where Iran is linked to most hostile actions against

weakening U.S. resolve in the region.

Israel), as well as the likely contours of a nuclear deal, Israel is not

26

As one military official observed, there may be a tolerable deal

likely to embrace a final agreement. The Israeli responses to and

Israel could accept, but in his view there are many Israeli decision-

actions after a final deal will thus largely fall into two general

makers determined “not to leave a question mark.” Thus, the

categories: rejection or adaptation. Although distinct in that Israeli

27

5

rejection of a deal would lead to immediate confrontational actions

through Syria. While Israel has already launched a number of mili-

while Israeli adaptation would allow for the implementation of the

tary strikes inside Syria to prevent such transfers and clearly signal

final deal to play out, these responses are not necessarily mutually

its redlines and its readiness to act on them, it has largely limited

exclusive—at least over time. For example, Israeli adaptation to a

these strikes to specific targets.

nuclear deal could include policies to buy time to prepare for what

But if Israel expands its military activity within Syria, a poten-

many in Israel expect to be the eventual collapse of a deal because

tial escalation of conflict between Hizballah, Iran, and Israel could

of Iranian noncompliance. So initial adaptation to a nuclear deal

unfold in ways that could further undermine regional stability,

could quickly shift to actions associated with the rejection of the

not to mention potentially threaten U.S. forces and interests in the

deal (e.g., encouragement of new U.S. sanctions and potential mili-

region if Hizballah or Iran decides to retaliate. And Tel Aviv would

tary force) should the deal collapse.

also likely be concerned that military escalation in Syria could
negatively affect the stability of its neighbor Jordan, a critical issue

Rejection

for Israel.

Israeli leaders could openly denounce a final deal along the lines

Consequently, Israel could seek to bolster its post-deal deter-

that we outlined above because, in their view, such an agreement

rence posture through less risky means, including continued

will not set the Iranian program back far enough to prevent its

strengthening of its anti-missile defense capabilities (which would

ultimate attainment of nuclear weapons, and also because Israel is

likely continue even if Israel reconciled itself to a final agreement).

still concerned about an array of other Iranian actions in the region

Israel has had good reasons to limit its military involvement in

that are threatening to Israel. A number of Israeli steps aimed at

Syria to the prevention of sophisticated arms transfers to Hizbal-

derailing a deal could accompany public and acrimonious official

lah, and Israeli officials have clearly signaled they have no desire

rejection of a final nuclear agreement.

to become involved in Syria’s protracted internal conflict.31 This

Israel may see widespread strikes within Syria, including pos-

dynamic is unlikely to change with the advent of a nuclear deal

sibly against Iranian assets, as a useful way to enhance its deter-

with Iran, as escalation with Hizballah could lead to a conflict that

rence against what it may perceive as an emboldened Iran. Israel

erodes, rather than enhances, Israeli deterrence, a lesson the Israelis

might also believe such actions would help to ultimately undermine

learned in the aftermath of the 2006 war. It may be that Hizabllah,

any deal because, in such an escalatory environment, Iran would

not Israel, is more interested in the expansion of the conflict if its

be less likely to follow through on the concessions required under

losses in Syria increase and it sees a return to its traditional mission

a nuclear agreement. Israel might seek to accomplish this by, for

of confronting Israel as a way to enhance its legitimacy and support

example, pursuing a more aggressive posture vis-à-vis Hizballah,

within Lebanon and the broader region.32

more forcefully enforcing its redlines on the transfer of Iranian

Another possible Israeli response, which Israeli leaders have

weapon supplies (particularly long-range missiles) to Hizballah

repeatedly threatened over the years, is an Israeli military strike
6

include less overt escalatory measures, such as renewed attempts to

Perhaps the Israeli course of action that
should most likely be expected in the
aftermath of a final deal it rejected would
be encouraging the U.S. Congress to delay
or prevent a lifting of sanctions against Iran
in an attempt to slow or undermine the
implementation of a final agreement.

sabotage Iranian nuclear facilities in Stuxnet-type operations or the
resumption of assassinations of Iranian scientists (as in past practice, Israel would not likely claim responsibility for such actions
but would also not deny them). Although it is more likely to pursue
this path than overt military strikes, Israel will be hesitant to take
such actions within the context of a broadly accepted nuclear
agreement, where they would likely be viewed by the international
community as attempts to sabotage the deal rather than the Iranian
nuclear program.
Israeli rejection of a deal is not likely to affect its positions on

against Iran’s nuclear facilities. While this is not the security estab-

the Israeli-Palestinian peace process beyond some possible rhetorical

lishment’s preferred option, the perception of a bad deal with Iran

remarks critical of U.S. pressure in an environment where Israel is

among the Israeli leadership and populace could enhance support

facing what it perceives as a continued Iranian nuclear threat. Peace

for those Israelis favoring this option.33

process dynamics have a life of their own, and in any case, a final

However, it is highly unlikely Israel would launch such an

status agreement may well collapse prior to a final nuclear agreement

attack on its own in the aftermath of a nuclear deal that is broadly

with Iran. Israeli polling also suggests Israelis largely do not see an

accepted by the United States and the international community,

Iranian nuclear deal affecting the outcome of the peace process.35

particularly given the reservations within Israel’s own defense

Perhaps the Israeli course of action that should most likely

establishment regarding its ability to definitively set back Iran’s

be expected in the aftermath of a final deal it rejected would be

program via military force, not to mention the damage such an

encouraging the U.S. Congress to delay or prevent a lifting of

action would inflict on U.S.-Israeli relations. That said, if Israel

sanctions against Iran in an attempt to slow or undermine the

can expose Iranian cheating on the terms of the final deal, should

implementation of a final agreement. Even during the interim

it occur, or if the narrative following the collapse of a final deal is

deal period, a major congressional effort to threaten new sanctions

widely accepted to be the Iranians’ fault, Israel may believe it has

against Iran gained significant and bipartisan support, threat-

the legitimacy to launch an attack. In this scenario, Israelis may

ening to derail the terms of the interim agreement. Ultimately,

believe their actions would be implicitly or explicitly supported by

the Obama administration’s lobbying efforts, particularly with

the United States.34

Democratic members of Congress, prevented such legislation

But more likely, Israel’s actions to express its rejection of a final

from moving forward, and President Obama threatened to veto

deal and provoke responses that could lead to its breakdown would

the legislation if it came up for a vote and passed. But this type of
7

confrontation is likely to surface again in a post–final deal environ-

considers ways to further bolster its regional deterrence. Israel may

ment, with sanction threats remaining during various implementa-

also attempt to strengthen its de facto cooperation with Saudi

tion stages.

Arabia and other regional states wary of Iranian regional influence,

In sum, while Israel has a range of actions it could pursue to

although anti-Israel public opinion across the Arab world would

undermine a final deal, it would not be likely to pursue the more

limit the extent of such cooperation absent a resolution of the

extreme measures, such as military force, escalation with Hizbal-

Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

lah, or sabotage of the Iranian nuclear program, in an environment

Some observers of Israel note that Israel may already be “recon-

where there is broad American and international acceptance of a

ciling itself to the idea of Iran as a nuclear ‘threshold state’—and is

final deal. And Israel would not likely jeopardize peace negotiations

preparing to make the best of the situation.”36 In other words, Israel

(if they were moving forward) as a way to signal rejection of a final

may be preparing to accept the notion that Iran will maintain some

deal. Israel will no doubt encourage continued Congressional sanc-

breakout capability in the expected contours of a final deal such as

tions pressure to prevent Iranian noncompliance, but such actions

the one we have outlined here.
Upon returning from a security conference in Israel in late

could also coincide with Israel reluctantly adapting to the reality of

2013, former U.S. national security advisor Stephen Hadley sug-

a final deal.

gested that, “At the end of the day, if we can come up with a lim-

Adaptation

ited enrichment capability that really puts the Iranians back so that

Rather than publicly rejecting a final deal and pursuing actions

breakout is a year to 18 months away, if the alternative is a military

that could lead to the deal’s collapse and open rift with the United

strike and all the international isolation of Israel that is likely to

States, Israel might instead adapt to, even if it does not welcome, a

follow that, my guess is that the Israelis will choke down the agree-

final nuclear agreement.

ment.”37 If Israeli security assessments begin to shift toward the

Particularly if Israel is able to influence the final deal in ways

view that jihadist groups gaining ground on Israel’s borders may

such that the details of the agreement would meet what some Israeli

pose a more serious threat than Iran (Israeli analysts currently view

security analysts assess to be Israel’s minimum requirements (e.g.,

Iran as Israel’s top security challenge), Israel’s willingness to tolerate

on levels of enrichment, the fate of the Arak reactor, and Iran’s

a nuclear deal with Iran could increase.

missile research), Israel’s official position could quietly shift away

Such a response would not likely end the adversarial Israeli-

from the current maximalist positions expressed by Netanyahu. In

Iranian relationship, but a significant de-escalation in tensions

this case, Israel could refrain from attempts to derail the deal and

between the two countries could be possible. Small gestures already

adapt Israeli security policies to the new reality through measures

developed in the wake of the interim agreement: Israeli Defense

such as continued missile-defense development, and possibly new

Minister Ya’alon stayed to listen to Iranian Foreign Minister

debates about Israel’s current nuclear opacity posture, as Israel

Mohammad Javad Zarif’s panel at the 2014 Munich security con8

ference (in contrast to the Israeli delegation walking out of Presi-

U.S. Policy Options Should Aim to Both Assure and Restrain

dent Rouhani’s speech at the UN General Assembly in September

Israel

2013), and Iran’s Minister of Energy uncharacteristically stayed

Either Israeli response, rejection or adaptation—or a combination

to listen to Israel’s Water and Energy Minister Silvan Shalom at a

of the two over time—will require active American alliance-man-

conference in Abu Dhabi in January. Iran’s Zarif has also recog-

agement efforts. The goal of such efforts should be to encourage

nized the Holocaust as a “horrifying tragedy” and has suggested

Israeli adaptation to a final deal the United States believes is in its

that an Israeli agreement with the Palestinians could allow the

interests—and preferably Israeli acceptance of a deal that would

possibility of Iranian recognition of Israel. A final deal could spur

also serve its interests by preventing Iran from obtaining a nuclear

further gestures of this nature, but given there are still groups in

weapon.

38

39

Iran holding vehemently anti-Israel positions and Iranian support

Policies to this end could include a variety of common “assur-

for Hizballah and other actors hostile to Israel is likely to continue,

ance” measures to address Israel’s likely increased sense of vulnera-

a radical shift in Israeli-Iranian relations is not likely.

bility following a final nuclear deal and thereby reduce the poten-

In fact, even if Israel adapts its policies to the reality of a

tial for unilateral Israeli actions. These could include the continued

final deal, it is likely to closely monitor the deal’s verification and

bolstering of the U.S.-Israeli military relationship, particularly

implementation and maintain a leading role in exposing Iranian

missile defense cooperation.41 Such measures would send an impor-

foot-dragging or possible violations of the agreement. Some voices

tant political message—that the United States supports Israel—as

in Israel already believe that rather than actively trying to sabotage

much as they would allay Israel’s security concerns, particularly

the deal and risk friction with the United States, Israel’s interests

since Israel already maintains significant military superiority over

would be best served by allowing the deal to run its course because

Iran (and all of its other neighbors, for that matter). They would

they believe that ultimately Iran will not abide by it. As a former

also help the Obama administration gain congressional support for

close advisor to Prime Minister Netanyahu sees the interim deal,

a final deal and the sanctions relief that would be necessary for it to

“We’re going to see Iran do what it’s always done in the past: fudge

succeed.

its commitments and attempt to violate the deal. And there will be

And beyond the military-to-military relationship, the United

an understanding that Israel was not crying wolf and had serious

States could create a regular high-level political and strategic

concerns that should have been more seriously considered by West-

dialogue with Israel to keep its leaders informed on the imple-

ern powers.” This may be exactly how Israeli leaders believe the

mentation of the nuclear agreement and share mutual concerns

aftermath of a final deal will play out, which would quickly move

about broader regional security developments. In this dialogue, the

the Israeli position from one of passive adaptation to active rejec-

United States should make it clear that it is prepared to reinstitute

40

tion policies if Iranian noncompliance is apparent.

9

To the extent that a final nuclear deal leads to a broader U.S.-

U.S. assurances may be met with some
skepticism in Israel given the increasing
perception there of declining U.S. power and
influence.

Iranian dialogue on other issues of regional concern, the United
States could encourage positive Iranian gestures toward Israel to
lower tensions between the two countries and Israeli threat perceptions about Iranian intentions. Such gestures could include explicit
statements by high-level Iranian officials denouncing the Holocaust
and the avoidance of statements rejecting the Jewish state. The

and strengthen sanctions against Iran should Tehran violate or

United States should make it clear to the Iranians that continu-

break out of the final deal.

ing anti-Zionist conferences (established during Ahmadinejad’s

U.S. assurances may be met with some skepticism in Israel

tenure but cancelled after Rouhani’s election) or Holocaust-denial

given the increasing perception there of declining U.S. power and

statements will damage the potential for U.S.-Iranian cooperation

influence. First emerging after the 2003 Iraq war, such perceptions

in other areas. While it would be unrealistic to expect Iran, even

have increased in recent years as Israeli security elites question the

if more moderate leaders consolidate power after a nuclear deal, to

Obama administration’s approach to Egypt (with many believing

officially recognize Israel, the United States could encourage Iran’s

the United States abandoned President Mubarak) and its reluctance

leaders to support a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian

to use force in Syria.42

conflict, as that would entail de facto recognition of Israel in line

But the Obama administration has proven its resolve in

with other Muslim nations such as Indonesia.

building broad and robust international sanctions against Iran in

While such confidence-building and security measures for

the past, so clear cooperation with Congress on specific steps that

Israel will need to be a fundamental part of any post-deal package,

would be put in place in the event of Iranian noncompliance could

the United States will also need to balance assurance steps with

be made credible to the Israelis. U.S. officials have already indicated

clear messages to the Israelis about how the United States views

that any sanctions relief in a final deal would be incremental, allow-

its interests and a clear delineation of actions that it would view

ing sanctions to remain in place in the event of noncompliance by

as undermining these interests. Most critically, U.S. officials will

Tehran.

need to clearly communicate, both privately and publicly, that the

To prevent potential escalation between Israel and Hizballah

United States will not support military action against Iran in the

in the aftermath of a deal, the United States could also work with

aftermath of a negotiated final nuclear settlement.

the Russians to discourage sophisticated arms transfers to Hizbal-

Similarly, as in the case of the interim deal, Israel should

lah in Syria, perhaps in conjunction with efforts to stem the flow

understand that as long as the United States is supporting a deal

of weapons to jihadist groups in Syria of mutual concern to the

it believes is in its interests (and in the interest of broader regional

United States, Russia, Iran, and Israel.

stability), and Iran has not violated that agreement, the United
10

Saudi Arabia

States will reject any attempts to encourage sanctions legislation in
the U.S. Congress that could undermine the deal. The President
could also publicly threaten to veto any such legislation, as Presi-

Reaction to Interim Deal—Outwardly Muted, Inwardly

dent Obama did with respect to the interim deal in his State of the

Distrustful

Union address.

Unlike the more bellicose statements from Israeli Prime Minister

At the same time, the United States can assure Israel that Iran

Netanyahu and some of his cabinet members, the official Saudi

will face consequences for noncompliance with the final agree-

response to the interim nuclear agreement was muted. The King-

ment. The United States can publicly and privately signal that if

dom greeted the announcement of the Geneva deal with a cautious

Iran clearly violates the terms of the agreement, it will seek to again

statement that “if there are good intentions, this agreement could

build an international coalition to impose sanctions—and the pos-

represent the first step towards reaching a comprehensive solution

sibility of military action—against Iran. To strengthen the credibil-

to the Iranian nuclear program.”43 But typical of Saudi foreign poli-

ity of U.S. assurances, the United States could push forward a UN

cymaking, the regime’s surrogates offered a more direct and frank

Security Council resolution enforcing the nuclear agreement that

accounting of Riyadh’s true stance. The response from these unof-

includes provisions dealing with possible Iranian noncompliance,

ficial circles revealed two common themes: First, that the interim

including renewed sanctions and references to Chapter VII under

deal was evidence of the United States’ declining resolve to play the

the UN Charter.

role of security guarantor in the region. And second, that the West-

Clearly, if the Israelis pursue a response to a deal more closely

ern powers were tacitly accepting an Iranian sphere of influence in

resembling resignation than rejection, U.S. assurance policies may

return for concessions on its nuclear program.

prove sufficient. But it would be unwise for U.S. policymakers

As the interim deal was being concluded, a prominent mem-

not to think through the range of tactics that might be necessary

ber of the Saudi royal family (but one who does not hold an

to prepare for an Israeli response that may not be aligned with

official government post), Prince Alwaleed bin Talal, pointed to

U.S. interests, and they should pursue an approach that prevents

American weakness as fueling its “over eagerness” to negotiate the

unwanted actions while preserving a strong U.S.-Israeli relationship

interim agreement.44 Also striking a distrustful tone, the former

over the longer run.

Saudi intelligence chief, Turki al-Faisal, voiced skepticism over the
sincerity of the Iranian charm offensive that preceded the talks
and criticized the P5+1 for not including the Gulf Cooperation
Council (GCC) states at the negotiating table.45 Regional media
commentary was even more pointed in its recriminations: A Saudi
newspaper editor assailed the Western powers for “behind the back
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diverges from the United States’ preferred approach to managing

For many Gulf Arabs, those policies suggest
a shift in the underlying regional balance of
power toward Iran and away from a U.S.-led
regional order.

the instability associated with the Arab uprisings. Since the onset
of the so-called Arab Spring, the Kingdom has pursued a number
of policies openly at odds with the United States. For example,
Saudi Arabia led the Peninsula Shield Force that was dispatched to
Bahrain to put down a pro-reform movement despite U.S. counsel
against it. Riyadh has also been among of the most forward-leaning

dealings,”46 while a Kuwaiti commentator noted wryly, “we are not

supporters of the Syrian opposition, declining a rotating seat on

at the table but on it.”47 An op-ed in the Emirati press went as far as

the UN Security Council in part as a protest over the international

to accuse the United States “of giving away in the Gulf and Levant

community’s lack of resolve in confronting the Assad regime. It has

that which it does not own to those who do not have a right to it.”48

also funneled arms to the opposition, including Islamist groups the

This interpretation of events is not new. At least dating back

United States would prefer to marginalize. And an analyst close

to the beginning of the 2003 war in Iraq, Saudi Arabia, and to

to the Sa‘ud family recently suggested the Kingdom may grow the

varying degrees its GCC allies, have viewed regional developments

Peninsula Shield Force to a standing army of 100,000, with Saudi

as part of a worrying trend in which Iranian influence is filling the

Arabia contributing one-half to three-quarters of the troops.50 At

vacuum created by diminished U.S. resolve. In this read of events,
49

the same time, the Saudi Ambassador to the United Kingdom

the West’s potential détente with Iran is just the latest indicator of

suggested his country was prepared “to go it alone” if necessary.51

Shi‘a ascent at the expense of Saudi security and regional leader-

Like the Saudis’ goal of building more than a dozen nuclear reac-

ship. The emergence of a Shi‘a-led Iraq, Hezbollah’s growing influ-

tors, military initiatives and pronouncements like these may not

ence in Lebanon, alleged Iranian meddling in Bahrain and Yemen,

be achievable in the near term and are best understood as signals

and Tehran’s support for the Assad regime are juxtaposed against

designed to communicate disapproval and motivate U.S. action.

the U.S. withdrawal from Iraq, the “rebalance” to Asia, the U.S.

But at a minimum, they suggest Saudi unease with U.S. policy and

administration’s willingness to let Mubarak fall in Egypt, and its

a push for greater self-reliance in the area of national defense.

hesitancy to support the Syrian opposition. For many Gulf Arabs,

In parallel to this more assertive military posture, Saudi Arabia

those policies suggest a shift in the underlying regional balance of

has doubled down on its traditional checkbook diplomacy. To

power toward Iran and away from a U.S.-led regional order.

counter Hezbollah in Lebanon and Syria, Saudi Arabia recently
pledged US $3 billion to the Lebanese Armed Forces (LAF).

Tension Between U.S. and Saudi Interests

Wasting no opportunity to communicate their pique at the United

Recent developments suggest that Saudi Arabia is moving toward

States’ tepid support for the Syrian opposition, Riyadh stipulated

an increasingly independent and assertive foreign policy that

that the LAF use the funds to buy French, not American, weap12

ons.52 And in July 2013, when the Egyptian military deposed the

In parallel to this more assertive military
posture, Saudi Arabia has doubled down on
its traditional checkbook diplomacy.

country’s first president elected from outside of the officer corps,
leading the United States to withdraw much of the $1.3 billion
it traditionally provides Egypt through the Foreign Military
Financing program, Saudi Arabia increased its own aid to Egypt
and announced it would offset any shortfall resulting from cutoffs

nuclear agreement could be the impetus for another thaw. Iranian

in Western assistance. 53

Foreign Minister Zarif’s visit to the GCC states in December 2013

Taken together, these developments are indicators that Saudi
Arabia should not be expected to simply toe the U.S. policy line

raised the possibility of some warming in Iranian-GCC relations,

should the P5+1 reach a final nuclear agreement with Iran. It is true

although it is important to note that Zarif was not welcomed in

that U.S. forward presence in the Gulf serves as a security guaran-

either Riyadh or Manama.
Should Riyadh conclude that the final agreement is not in its

tee for the Kingdom, one for which there is no credible alternative
in the near or medium term. But Saudi Arabia has shown a willing-

best interests, it possesses several counters that could complicate

ness to compartmentalize that aspect of the relationship to chart

implementation and diminish the chances that an agreement could

independent foreign policies on other issues.

translate into a broader Western-Iranian détente. Whether Saudi
leadership chooses this path is likely a function of the broader

Saudi Arabia Might Adapt to a Deal but Increase

regional context. The terms of the final nuclear accord will inform

Competition Against Iran Elsewhere in the Region

Saudi decisionmaking; however, the Kingdom’s strategic competi-

Like Israel, Saudi Arabia may grudgingly accept a final nuclear deal

tion with its rival across the Gulf runs much deeper than the nuclear

along the lines of that described at the outset of this report, even if

issue. Unless implementation of a final accord leads to correspond-

it has reservations about the fact that Iran will retain some residual

ing shifts in Iran’s positions on other issues of concern—including a

nuclear program. Indeed, given that Riyadh does not have the

ratcheting back of material support to Hizballah, greater flexibility

same military capabilities as Tel Aviv—namely, to launch a strike

on Syria, and restraint in the fanning of Shi‘a opposition within the

on Iranian nuclear infrastructure—it may be that Saudi acqui-

Arab Gulf states—the Saudis could pursue several counters that are

escence is more likely than the Israelis’. Despite Saudi skepticism

concerning from the U.S. policy perspective.
The most concerning, but also the least likely, is that Saudi

that genuine change is afoot in Tehran, the Kingdom does have a
recent history of seeking better relations with Iran when opportuni-

Arabia will lay the groundwork for the acquisition of its own

ties present themselves. For example, there was some warming of

nuclear weapon to balance against an Iran it sees as a threshold

relations between the two Gulf rivals during the Rafsanjani and

nuclear power given the advanced stage of the Iranian program.

Khatami presidencies, and the combination of Rouhani and a final

Indeed, the head of the foreign affairs committee in the Saudi
13

Shura council, Abdallah al-‘Asker, greeted the interim deal by

The second Saudi counter, and one that is more likely, is that

underscoring that this option remains open. But while Saudi

Saudi Arabia will further roil the regional waters in an effort to

acquisition is a risk, logic suggests that the negotiation of a final

complicate the emergence of a broader détente between the United

accord between the P5+1 and Iran would reduce, not increase,

States and Iran, which many Saudis fear would come at the price

that risk. This is because even if the agreement leaves Iran with

of the United States recognizing an Iranian sphere of influence.

the infrastructure and knowledge to achieve a nuclear weapons

The Kingdom is already engaged in strategic competition with Iran

capability in the future, the deal would lengthen the time horizon

in Lebanon, Syria, Iraq, and within the Arabian Peninsula when

for Iran to reach that threshold. Since Saudi Arabia has not pursued

it comes to countering Iranian influence among the GCC states’

a nuclear weapons program to date, it would be illogical that a

Shi‘a populations. Saudi Arabia has shown a strong commitment

development that places controls on the Iranian nuclear program

to advancing its interests in these battlegrounds, and any escalation

and extends the time frame for Tehran to achieve breakout would

with Iran within these arenas could spoil the chance—however

serve as the impetus for Saudi Arabia pursuing the development of

uncertain it may be—that a nuclear agreement would translate to a

its own nuclear deterrent.

broader thaw in Western-Iranian relations.

54
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This is in addition to the fact that even if Saudi Arabia had the

This approach could take the form of Riyadh more aggressively

intention to develop nuclear weapons, it lacks the infrastructure

funding Sunni Islamists pitted against Iranian surrogates in arenas

or technical know-how to do so. It is true that Saudi Arabia has

such as Iraq, Lebanon, and Syria. Riyadh is already supporting

the financial wherewithal, has pursued nuclear cooperation agree-

an array of militant groups in these neighboring countries, so the

ments with a variety of more technology advanced countries, and

question is whether the Kingdom uses its influence to press them

has announced—somewhat fantastically—its plans to build more

to take the fight to Iranian-sponsored groups like Lebanese Hiz-

than a dozen nuclear reactors including the first by 2020, but the

ballah and ‘Asa’ib Ahl al-Haq. If Riyadh’s objective was to spoil a

Saudi nuclear program is civilian in nature and remains largely

détente, escalating these conflicts would be one means of advanc-

aspirational. This leaves the acquisition of a turnkey program from

ing that goal. But complicating the Saudi calculus, the Kingdom

Pakistan as the only near- or medium-term path for the Kingdom

would only pursue this approach if the expected benefits—in this

to emerge as a nuclear weapons state. While this scenario should

case, spoiling a potential Western-Iranian détente—outweighed an

not be dismissed out of hand given the long history of Saudi-

important unintended effect: the risk that returning jihadists could

Pakistani cooperation and persistent rumors of Islamabad provid-

once again threaten Saudi security.

56

ing Riyadh with nuclear weapons capability as a quid pro quo for
the latter’s financial support,57 it has always been a remote possibility, and one that would be made even more doubtful by the conclusion of a final agreement.
14

U.S. Policy Options Should Seek Saudi Support for Improving

reversed. Saudi Arabia and Iran were flirting with one another,

Gulf Security Dynamics

while the United States worried about the defection of Arab states

The ideal outcome from the perspective of U.S. strategic interests

to its adversary. Today, Washington and Tehran are trying to

is a final nuclear deal with Iran that can be sustained through

bridge divides while regional partners worry about whether détente

the implementation phase and that leads to Iran moderating its

would come at the expense of their interests.
The traditional assurance toolkit will need to be part of the

positions on other issues of U.S. concern. To increase the chances
of realizing this outcome, the United States would benefit greatly

prescription for assuaging Saudi concerns; it can help Riyadh feel

from Saudi Arabia doing its part to foster a regional environ-

comfortable enough to engage in limited forms of cooperation

ment conducive to détente. Nudging Riyadh in that direction will

with Iran should the opportunity arise in a post-deal environment.

require supplementing traditional assurance tools with a strategic

The United States has already done much on this front, including

dialogue that is aimed at socializing regional partners to the notion

upgrades to the GCC states’ ballistic missile defense, joint exercises,

that Gulf security is not a zero-sum proposition, and also that

an enduring U.S. carrier presence in the Gulf, and the more than

increasing Iran’s sense of security can actually contribute to the

35,000 American forces operating at bases within the GCC states.59

security of the Arab Gulf states. Should this idea take root, the next

But there are ways to increase this cooperation further; for exam-

step would be to gradually introduce confidence-building measures

ple, the United States could make explicit security guarantees that

between the United States, the GCC states, and Iran that routinize

formally bring the GCC states under the U.S. nuclear umbrella—

interactions and mitigate the chances of unintended escalation.

as is the case with Japan and South Korea—although some of the
Arab Gulf states may not want to be singled out in U.S. declaratory

Even if Saudi Arabia opposes the type of final agreement laid
out in the beginning of this report, Riyadh does not have the capa-

policy due to the sensitivity of tying themselves too close to Wash-

bility to scuttle its implementation. The Saudi regime is unlikely to

ington (and it is also not clear whether Washington can or would

adopt its most destructive counter—pursuing a nuclear weapons

want to credibly make such a commitment). Another approach

capability—and its more likely counter—pressing Iran in other are-

could be for Washington to lend diplomatic support to Saudi initia-

nas—may not be sufficient to dissuade Iran from implementing the

tives on other priority issues, such as the Middle East peace process.

agreement. What the United States should guard against however,

In addition, the United States will have to clearly communicate

is Riyadh complicating the chance a nuclear deal will translate into

the objectives that motivate shifts in its military posture—like the

positive spillover on other regional issues. For a détente to emerge,

“rebalance” to Asia—so as to avoid any misperception that the

Saudi Arabia would have to be open to the type of engagement it

United States is less committed to Gulf security.
Crafting a U.S. policy approach will also need to take into

pursued with Iran during the Rafsanjani and Khatami presiden-

account the effects of interactions between partners. Although

cies of the 1990s and early 2000s. But at that time, the roles were
58

Israel and Saudi Arabia have a general alignment of interests when
15

States, GCC states, and Iran. A logical first step would be to

. . . the United States will have to clearly
communicate the objectives that motivate
shifts in its military posture—like the
“rebalance” to Asia—so as to avoid any
misperception that the United States is less
committed to Gulf security.

increase the number of fora—such as the Manama Dialogue—that
could enable the United States, its Arab Gulf partners, and Iranians to engage in candid discussion of issues of mutual concern.60
Of course, absent changes in strategic outlook, particularly from
Iran regarding how it defines its interests in the Levant, no amount
of talking will lead to a Saudi-Iranian thaw. And the difficulty of
finding a way to include Iran in the Geneva II talks on Syria is
evidence of the practical obstacles to integrating Iran into regional

it comes to preventing the emergence of a nuclear weapons–capable

fora. Notwithstanding the challenges involved, these dialogues are

Iran, reassurance strategies must be grounded in each partner’s

critical for fomenting an exchange of ideas that might lead Iran

views of the other. The interaction effects between these partners

and Saudi Arabia to reprioritize interests or, at the very least, make

was traditionally made manifest in two issues: the need to assuage

them aware of flexibility in each other’s positions that allow them

Israeli threat perceptions by maintaining its qualitative military

to achieve their own interests at lower costs.

edge (QME) vis-à-vis the Arab states and the existence of the

Should these dialogues show promise, the United States could

Israeli nuclear program as a perceived double standard that worked

then work with regional partners to begin embedding them in

against Arab states focusing on the threat of Iranian acquisition.

routinized interactions with Iran that, at a minimum, can assist the

These issues have not disappeared from Tel Aviv’s and Riyadh’s

parties in managing hostilities. Although it has been tried before

radar screens, but they did recede as Iran inched closer to the

and ultimately rejected by Iran,61 the post-deal environment would

nuclear threshold. In recent years, Tel Aviv has been less apt to

be ripe for once again trying to establish a hotline between the

oppose U.S. arms sales to Saudi Arabia, and the Saudis have shown

United States and Iran on issues of Gulf maritime security, and it

a willingness to set aside the issue of Israel’s nuclear program by

could also include regional partners such as Saudi Arabia. A hotline

focusing on the proliferation threat in the Gulf rather than the

would have the dual benefit of heading off unintended escalation

Middle East writ large. In a post-deal world, tacit cooperation

while also building a foundation of trust that could be used to

between Israel and Saudi Arabia may expand further as both work

pursue a broader détente. Including Saudi Arabia and other GCC

against the potential that a nuclear agreement translates into a

states in these efforts would increase local ownership of the initia-

broader Western-Iranian détente.

tive and hedge against the reaction that this was another example

In addition to equipping, training, and diplomatic pronounce-

of the United States going behind its partners’ backs. 62 And as

ments, there is a need for strategic dialogue and the gradual

with Israel, the United States should consider increased sharing

introduction of confidence-building measures between the United

of information on the status of Iran’s nuclear program with Saudi
16

Arabia and its Arab Gulf partners during and beyond the imple-

While a final nuclear deal with Iran is not
likely to be enthusiastically embraced by
key U.S. partners such as Israel and Saudi
Arabia, our analysis suggests that both
countries are likely to adapt to the new
reality of a deal rather than actively attempt
to derail it.

mentation phase of the final agreement.
Conclusion
While a final nuclear deal with Iran is not likely to be enthusiastically embraced by key U.S. partners such as Israel and Saudi
Arabia, our analysis suggests that both countries are likely to adapt
to the new reality of a deal rather than actively attempt to derail
it. Both Tel Aviv and Riyadh may work against the emergence of
a broader Western-Iranian détente, but neither is likely to take the
more aggressive counters (a military strike from Israel or Saudi

tional coalition to again pressure and isolate Iran should it violate

nuclear-weapons acquisition) that would scuttle implementation.

any aspect of the final agreement.
Getting to a final nuclear agreement in the months ahead will

But because a final nuclear agreement will not entirely remove
concerns about Iran’s program and broader regional ambitions,

not be easy, but it is critical for U.S. policymakers to begin prepar-

Israel and Saudi Arabia should not be expected to pursue post-deal

ing now for the days after a deal. Understanding and addressing the

policies that neatly align with U.S. regional interests.

likely concerns and reactions of key U.S. partners is essential for
the successful implementation of a nuclear agreement, as well as for

The United States will thus need to actively manage its rela-

the promotion of broader regional stability in the years ahead.

tionship with these key regional partners and should be prepared to
seize potential opportunities as well as to face challenges following
a final nuclear agreement. This requires regular and high-level strategic dialogue with both countries, as well as the encouragement
of broader regional dialogues inclusive of Iran that address issues
beyond the nuclear file.
And in conjunction with a range of traditional assurance policies (particularly in the military cooperation and missile defense
arena), the United States will need to be very clear with its partners
about how it views its regional interests and actions by partners that
would not be welcomed. The United States will also have to assure
its allies that Iranian noncompliance would be met with a strong
response, committing the United States to build a broad interna17
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